
Our company is looking for a market strategist. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for market strategist

Providing Investment Specialists and CMS personnel with guidance
comparing, contrasting and, when necessary, acknowledging conflicting
discretionary strategy positioning which will arise from time to time
Working closely with Marketing, the successful candidate will be relied upon
to research, create and author original thought leadership which will be used
to create pieces such as short articles, white papers, videos, audiocasts, client
calls, presentations and infographics
Favorably impacting discretionary product purchases and retention decisions
made by our clients and prospects
Acting as a critical ‘public face’ of the Private Bank in EMEA, responsible for
sharing our macroeconomic views, high conviction investment themes and
portfolio construction insights with clients and prospects across our region
The successful candidate will also work closely with the firm’s press relations
team with regards to media to increase brand visibility and promote the firm’s
capabilities
Travel will also be necessary for the role as in addition to client meetings, the
successful candidate will be required to speak at numerous client events and
roadshows across the region
A key measure of success will be the Strategist’s impact at client meetings,
press interviews and pieces published both internally and externally
Maintain in-depth knowledge of investment strategies, working closely with
various groups across Delaware to ensure a consistent client messaging
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Monitoring, optimizing & reporting campaign performances to medium sized
advertisers and media agencies

Qualifications for market strategist

Advanced degree in economics or finance
Good communication skills, ability to structure and articulate ideas
Knowledge of college-level statistics
Background in math and hard sciences
Developing and providing our clients with thoughtful and timely insights on
both market trends our various discretionary product offerings
The Strategist will work closely with the head of GWM Economics, Investors,
Capital Markets Solutions and Managed Solutions & Strategies personnel to
develop topical and relevant materials for presentation to clients and
prospects


